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The Gio Collection is a colorful and whimsical collection of
five items that is truly transitional and dynamic. Soft
metal patinas are featured, creating contrasts and
interesting plays of shadow and light. There are numerous
tonal subtleties within each finish, allowing a designer to
try multiple samples within this collection for the same
piece, all depending on the eye of the beholder.
A deep reverse swan profile leads to a flat cap top that
creates a reflective plateau surrounding the artwork.
Gio’s overall aesthetic is tranquil and refined but can be
used for dramatic effect when creativity strikes. Light and
ethereal 84275 (white-silver), and 84278 (slate-violet), are
brilliant and soft, appealing for designing with pastel
color palettes and impressionist style works. A blend of
warm and cool is displayed on 84276 (beige-silver) with a
terracotta weathered finish on silver. The earthy contrasts
of 84277 (brown-gold) is more dramatic as is the stunning
84279 (black-gold). This collection is sure to be a favorite
for designers who have an eye for the unique.
Art (right): Breaking The Cycle, Duy Huynh c.2020

The Gio Collection is handmade in Italy

Multi-Use, Multi-Hues
While designing with Gio, one must know ahead of time to
“expect the unexpected.” There’s something about those hues and
reflections that makes one try them all. Whether you intend to
be imaginative or practical, you’ll find yourself in full designer
mode. The finish is somewhat reminiscent of Venetian plaster or
fresco where, depending on the light, can cast a different color
on second glance. This will lead to innovative color decisions on
mat board choices and for the more creative-minded, you will
express your design skills to the fullest.

Gio is a nice companion to the Volta Collection.

Art (left): Anemone, William Morris c.1876

